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Abstract
This article discusses the relationships

among the fillet stress (J on a thin rim planet
gear, the radial clearance between the gear rim
and the gear shaft ..1r, the tooth load PI!' the rim
thickness h, the radius of curvature of the
center line of the rim r, the face width band
the module m.. It is shown theoretically that
P,/(mb). (hlr){t1rk) and (h/m)(hlr) can express
the tooth load, the radial clearance and the rim
thickness, respectively. Furthermore, when the
tooth loads are applied at the tips of a thin rim
planet gear which is cut by a rack-type cutter

o
with a pressure angle of 20 and a tip radius of
0.375 m, the maximum tensile and com-
pressive stresses, by which both the amplitude
and the mean value of the alte-rnating fillet
stress can be estimated. are analyzed by the
finite element method ..They are expressed by
equations using the expressions P ,/(mb),
(hlr)( t1rlr) , (hlmJCh/r) and the number of
teeth Z.

Introduction
The fillet stress a on a gear with a thick rim

is proportional to the ratio of the tooth load to
both the module and the face width, P,/(mb).

Int~algear

Fig. 1 - Schematic view of ithe planet gear.
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Therefore, the fillet stress ,(1on the gear w:ith a
thick rim is frequently discussed when the ratio
Pi( mb) is constant. The fillet stress on the
gear with a thin rim is much different because
of the elastic deformation of the rim (Refs. j;

6). The stress on the planet gear with a thin rim
is influenced by the rim thickness and the
radial clearance between the rim and the gear
shan (Refs. 3-6). Some dimensionless ex-
pressions have been used to show the relative
rim thickness and the relative radial clearance.
For the rim thickness, either the ratio of the
rim thickness to the module (him) or the ratio
of the rim thickness to the radius of curvature
of the center line of the rim (hJr) is often used
(Refs. 3-6) ..For the radial clearance, either the
ratio of the radial clearance to the module
(A.rll1l) or the ratio of the radial clearance to
the radius of curvature of the center line of the
rim (.1rJr) is often used (Refs. 3-6). However,
the effects of these ratios, him, h/r. .1r/mand
.11"/1",on the fillet stress have not been dis-
cussed sufficiently.

This article discusses the relationships
among the fillet stre s 0", the radial clearance
Llr. the tooth load Pn' the rim thickne s h,th.e
radius of curvature of the center line of the rim
r, the face width b and the module m. It is
shown in theory that P/(mbj can express the
tooth load, (h/r)( ar/r) can express the radial
clearance, and (/7/m)(h1r) can express the rim
thickness when the fillet stress is expressed by

0'. In addition, the maximum stresses on the
tension and compression side fillets of the
loaded tooth, and the maximum stress on the
fillet near the position where the rim receives
the reaction force from the gear shaft are
analyzed by the finite element method. Then
the maximum stresses on those fillets, CJ", (by
which both the amplitude and the mean value



of the alternating fillet stress can reestimated)
are expressed with equations using the
expressions P,!(mb). (hlr)(.drlrJ, (hhn)(/1lrJ am!
the number of teeth z. This analysis is made in
a particular case when tooth loads are applied
at the tip of a thin rim planet gear which is cut
by a rack-type cutter with a pressure angle of
20" and a tip radiu of 0.375 m.

Plan.et Gears Discussed
Fig. I. shows the chematic view of a planet

gear with .3 radial clearance between the gear
rim and the gear shaft. In the ca e of the planet
gear, it has been shown that both the amplitude
and the mean value of the alternating fillet
stress can be estimated by using the maximum
stresses on the tension and compression side
fillets, shown by Fa(and Fac in Fig. l, and the
maximum stress on the fillet near the position
where the reaction force is applied from the
gear shaft, shown by FOt in Fig. 1 (Ref. 4).
Therefore, these three maximum stresses on
FOt• Fat and Fac were analyzed in this study,

The pressure angle and the whole depth of
the planet gears discussed were 20° and 2.25 m
(m:module) respectively. The gears were
assumed to be cut by a rack-type cutter with a
tip radius of 0.375 m. Both. the number of teeth
and the rim thicknes of the gears analyzed are
shown in Table L

An example of the mesh pattern. of the finite
element model of the planet gear is shown in
Fig .. 2. The mesh pattern per one pitch of any
planet gear model was almost the same as that
shown in Fig. 2.

The longitudinal elastic modulus and the
Poisson's ratio of the gears were assumed to be
206 GPa and 0.3, respectively. The gear shaft

I
Table 1 - Speci.fications of the planet. gears ,discussed. I

II Number of teeth .::: (h/m)(Jrlr)
!

I 18 1.4 (0.2) 2.0 (0.3) 3.1. (0.5)
38 2,2 (0,13) 2.6 (0.16) 3.2 (0.19) I

4.0 (0,25) 4.9 (0.32)

I

62 2.8 (O.l) 4.! (0.15) 6.4 (0.24)

90 3.4 (0.08) 5.0 (0.12) 7.9 (0.2)
I

Fig. 2 - A mesb pattern of tbe planet gear
model, (z = 18, (mlh)(rflJ) = 0.645).

where (JT shows the fiUet stress of the loaded
tooth when the effect of the rim stress is very
small. (JRb and (JRa show the stresses caused by
the bending moment of the rim and by the
circumferential force of the rim, respectively.
(JT can be put as zero on the fillet of the tooth
to which the tooth load is not applied. Since
(JRb must be greater than (1"RCI' (JRa can be
neglected in the case of the thin rim gear.

The dista:nce to the center line of the rim
from the intersection 'between the line of acuon
and the center line of the tooth form is 1"/. (JRb

can be expressed as follows by using
was assumed to be rigid because the contact coefficients (/1 and (l2:

stiffness between the planet gear rim and the
gear shaft was considered to be much larger (JRb=adP nr/(bh2)} +a2{PnTl/(Oh2)}. (2)
than the bending stiffness of 'the thin rim of the
planet gear ..The ratio of the tooth load to both
the module and the face width, P,!(mb), was
cho en a 124Nlmm2 ..

Theoretical Discussion of Expressions
.of Fillet Stre s, Tooth Load,

Rim Thieknessaad Radial CI.earance
Fillet stress on the loaded tooth of a thin rim

planet gear with a large radial clearance must
be approximately expressed as follows:

In the case of a thin rim gear. the radius of
curvature of the center line of the rim r is
generally much larger than the distance 17.i.e.,
r » 1'/. Eq. 2 can be rewritten as follows using
{P,!(nlb)},. which is used in the case of the gear
with a thin rim:

(JRb = a I{Pn/(mb) } (mIh)( rllt). (3)

From Eq .. 3, (JRb can be supposed to be
approximately proportional to (mlh)(rlhJ when
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It i .clear from Eq, 9 that the fillet stress on
Therefore, Eq. 1 can be expressed 1'0.1 is not a function of (mlh)(rlh)., but a

approximately as follows: function of (h.lr)(L1rlr). After the face contact
between the rim and the gear shaft at the
position near FOt• face contact on other regions
does not always occur. However, even in such
cases, since (hlr )(8/r) of the rim must be
proportional to (1IIr)(L1rlr), the fillet stress in
the region near which the face contact does not
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Fig. 3 - Relation. between Gal{P,I(mb)} on Fat. and (mlh)(rnJ) (z = 38).
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(PII( mb) 1 is constant.
On the other hand, Gr can be expressed by

using the coefficient bl as follows:

.0= IPn/Cmb)}{bl +al(mIh)(r/h)} (5)

When the radial clearance between the gear
rim and the gear shaft decreases. the contact
area between the gear rim and the gear shaft
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changes from li.ne contact to face contact ..
Therefore, when discussing the fillet stresses
on the planet gear with both a thin rim and a
small radial Clearance, the displacement of the
gear rim must be considered .

111e case where the radial clearance is very
large and only line contact occurs is con-
sidered before the case of face contact. The
displacement of tbe gear rim 0 can be
approximately expressed as follows because of
r »11:

Then the following equation is reduced:

(hlr) (81r) = cl {Pi(mb)}(mlh)(rlh). (7)

Eq. 7 shows that when tooth loads are
applied to any planet gear whose (mlh)(rlh) are
equal to one another under the condition where
PrI(mb) j equal, (hlr)(fYr) are the same, and
the rim stress reaches (jRb as shown in Eq, 3.
Therefore, when ,(hlr)( ..11'lr) i.s larger than
(h.lr)(,(Yr), line contact between the rim and the
gear shaft occurs, arrd the rim stress is
proportional to P,!(mb).

Next, the case where (hlr)(Llr/r) is less than
(hlr)(.8Ir) will be considered ..On FOt (shown in
Fig. 1), as the radius of curvature of the rim
changes from r to (r - ,1'-), the following
equation can be obtained:

lI{r -ill) - lIr = MJ(EI), (8)

where M, Eand I denote the bending moment,
the longitudinal elastic modulus and the moment
of inertia of the cross section of the rim,
respectively, Because ll(r - ..1r) - l/r = tJ.rlI'2 and
M is proportional to (fh2, Eq, 8 becomes:

(f i proportional to (h/r)(rufr). (9)

(4)



occur seems to be expressed by an equation
similar to Bq. 5.

Appr1)mnat,e Expression of
Maximum Fillet Stresses

Relation between tlte stress a and P,I( mb).
For planet gear whose number of 'teeth z and
(mlh)(rlh) are equal to each other, when
(h1r)(drlr)I{P,I(mb)} is constant. the stress (jis
proportionalto P,/(mb) (Ref. 3). Therefore, in
the case of the finite element analysis under
Pn/(mb)=124 Nlmm2, and denoting by

(hlr),(drlrh24 and (j124 the dimensionless
radial clearance and the stress, respectively,
when

(hjr)(Ar/r)/{PnI(mb)} = (hlr) (Ar/r) I2411 24 (10)

is satisfied, the following equation must be
satisfied.

Considering Eqs. 10 and 1I, (hlr)(dllr)r141124
a.nd(J1241124 are translated into
(hlr)(tJrlr)IIPr/(mb)J and (j1{P,/(mb)) to
express the approximate equations.

Relation between crl{Pu/(mbH and
(m/h)(r/h). The relations between the
maximum stresses on the fiHets Fol• Fat and
Fac. and (mlh)(r//1) with a parameter
(hlr)(!J.rlr)I(P,i,(mb)} were analyzed by the
finite element method as shown in Figs ..3 and
4 where the number of teeth is z = 38. In Figs.
3 and 4, the stresses are translated into
(JI( P 71/( mb) J. The relatiunship between
(111PrI( mb)} and (mlh)( rill) wi th a parameter
(hlr)( drlr)1 (Pnl( mb)}, where the number of
teeth are both 2 = [8 and 90, was also analyzed
and shown in Figs. 5-8. Although the stresses
on the planet gear with the number of teethz =
62 were also analyzed, these results are not
shown here. Symbols in Figs. 3-8 show the
values analyzed by the finite element method,
and the lines in Figs. 3-8 show the values
obtai ned by the approximate equations
mentioned below. The value of 80.6 x 10-6

mm21N for (hlr)(drlr)I(PrI(mb)) in Figs. 3. 5
and 7 corre ponds to an extremely large radial
clearance. It seems from these figures that the
stress on FOt when {hlrj(f1r1r)I(Pr!(mb}j =
80.8 x 10.6 mm2/N is proportional to
(mlh)(rlh). This phenomenon must correspond

to Eq. 3. Moreover, although Eq. 9 shows that
the stress on POt when (h/r)(t:.rlr)I{P,;(mb)}
=80.8 x, ]0-6 mm21N does not change with
(mlh)(rlh), the stress changes slightly with
(mlh)(rlh) in Figs. 3,5 and 7 owing to the
circumferential force of the lim. Because it is
clear from Figs. 3-8 that the relations between
(JI{PrI(mb)} and (mlh)(rlh) on each fillet can
be approximately expressed by straight lines,
the relation betweena/{P,/(mb)j and
('nIh)(rlh) is expressed as follows:
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Fig..5 - Relation between ual{P ,I(mb)} on Fat and (mlh)(rl/J) (z = 18).
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(10/[Pn/(mb)} = Ao!(mlh)(rlh} + BOt, (12)
IT;i{Pn/(mb)} = Aat(mIh)(r/h) + Bal'
(1ad'IPJ(mbH = Aac,(m/h)(rlh) + B.ac.

where A and B denote the coefficients
influenced by the number of 'teeth z and
(h/r)( tlrlr)l{ P,/(m.b)}.

CJ:olfP ,/(mb)} on jiUet FOi' Considering the
result shown in Fig. 3, the relation between
(1o!f P ,I( mb)j and (mlh)( rIll) can be expressed
approximately by two kinds of lines as shown
by I and 2 in Fig. 3. The value due to I and 2
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are shown by ·(10rl and (1012' respectively. Then
comparing (1011 and 0'012' the value shown by

the olid line are chosen as (jOI' Fig. '9 how.
the relationship between (1ltPIII(mb)land
(hlr)( tlrlr)I{P,!(mh)J when the number of teeth
z = 18 and (mlh)(rllt) = 1..69. As shown in Fig.
9, when (hlrj(/ulr)I{P,/(mb)} is small.
,aor/{ P,I(mb)J increases linearly before
reaching the can [ant value of (1OtI{P,/{mb)j.
Thi corre pond to Eq. 9. Therefore. when
(1TIr)(/ulr)I{P,/(mbJ) is mall (before
(1oltlIP,I(lnb)) reaches the constant alue), the
coefficients AOIl and Ball in Eq. W can be
approximated as follows:

Aou :;;;aOtll(z)(h/r){Ar/I')/{Pi(mb)} + 30tdz).
BOil = bOIl I(z)(hlr){Ar/r)/{P n/(mb)} + bOtI2(z),

(B)

where the coefficients a and b are the function
ofjbe number of teeth ::. Because the
coefficient AotJ hardly changes with
(hlr)(Llrlr)I{P,/(mbJ), and is almost constant,
Iloc II '" 0 is reduced under the condition when ::
is constant. When (h/r)( tlrh')I{P,l(mbJ} i
large (after lTo1/fP,I(mb)} reaches the constant
value in Fig. 3). becauselTol{P,ltmb)} i
approximately proportional to (mlh)(r/h) and is
not a function of (hlr)(tlrlr)lfP,/(mb)J.
coefficients A01Z and BOil are reduced as
follows:

Aoa = 3ot22(z)

Boa =.0
([4)

Analyzing the result shown in Figs. 3-8.
the relations between coefficients Aoa. BOrl'

Aoa and BOil and (11Ir)(L1rlr)I{Pr/(mb)}
re pectively, coefficients a and bare
determined as shown iII Table 2.

(1a/.(P"I(mb)} ,and O'a!{P"I(mb)} on fillets
Fat and Fac' h seems from Fig .. 9' that
coefficients Aat• Ba/' AGe and Bae call be
expressed by exponential functions of
(llIr)ftlrk)/fP ,/(mb)). Howe er, di cus .Ing the
effects of (hlr)( MIl' )I{ P,/(mb») onlhe
coefficients Aat• Bat. Aae and Bae. it wa
concluded that the first degree equations of
(1I1r)( /J1'/rJ1{P rI(mb)j were enough 10 express
both Bat and Bac' Therefore. the approximate
equations to express the coefficients A(J/, Bat.

Aac and Bac were chosen as follows:

Aal = "atl + aaI2exp{aadhlr)(Ar/r)/{Pn/(mb)}

'-------------------------~-------------- ------



Bat = ban (h/r) (rlr)J {PJ(mb)} + bat2
Aac = aacl +aac2exp{~c3(h1r)(8.rlr)/(Ptl(mb)}

Bac = bacl (hfr) (drk)1 IPi(mb)} + bac2 (15)

The coefficients a and b are shown in Table 2.
Comparison betweell ,appr:oximated value

a.nd value by finite element metlwd. The
values calculated by the approximate Eqs. 12-
15 are shown by the solid lines and the dotted
l:ines in Figs. 3-8 ..his clear from Figs ..3-8 that

the approximate values on the finets are almost
the same as the values obtained by the finite
element method .. Although the comparisonin
the case where the number of teeth is z = 62 is
not shown here, the approximate values were
again alma t the same as the values obtained
by the finite element method.

Approximation of Mean Value
and Amplitude of

Alternating Fillet Stress
Comparing (jar calculated by Eqs, 12-14

with (Ja! calculated by Eqs 12 ami 15, the
larger value is ella en as 0'1' Using (Jt and ,(Je =
aac. both the mean value (Jm and the amplitude
(Jr of the alternating fillet stress on the weakest
section of the planet gear can be calculated as
follows (Ref. 4):

crm = (crt +crc)12
crT :::::(crt -Ge)tz

Summary
in order to estimate the bending strength of

a spur planet gear with a thin rim whose
pressure angle is 20° and whole depth is 2.25
m, the maximum stresses on both the tension
side and compression side fillets of the loaded
tooth. ami the maximum tress on the fillet
near the position where the reaction force from
the gear shaft is applied, were analyzed by the
finite element method, and were expressed by
approximate equations .•
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